Renal damage in the mouse: the effect of d(4)-Be neutrons.
A further study on the response of the mouse kidney to d(4)-Be neutrons (EN = 2.3 MeV) is described. The results confirm and augment the work published previously by Stewart et al. [Br. J. Radiol. 57, 1009-1021 (1984)]; the present paper includes the data from a "top-up" design of experiment which extends the measurements of neutron RBE (relative to 240 kVp X rays) down to X-ray doses of 0.75 Gy per fraction. The mean RBE for these neutrons increases from 5.8 to 7.3 as X-ray dose per fraction decreases from 3.0 to 1.5 Gy in the kidney. This agrees with the predictions from the linear quadratic (LQ) model, based on the renal response to X-ray doses above 4 Gy per fraction. The mean RBE estimate from a single dose group at 0.75 Gy per fraction of X rays is, however, 3.9. This is below the LQ prediction and may indicate increasing X-ray sensitivity at low doses. Data from this study and from those published previously have been used to determine more accurately the shape of the underlying response to d(4)-Be neutrons; an alpha/beta ratio of 20.5 +/- 3.7 Gy was found. The best value of alpha/beta for X rays determined from these experiments was 3.04 +/- 0.35 Gy, in agreement with previous values.